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been covered. The redesigned chromosomes removed repetitive
sequences (tRNA genes, introns, and transposons) to increase
targeting fidelity during stepwise homologous replacement as
well as included the seeding of loxP sites to permit iterative
genome reduction on completion of yeast chromosomes. In the
beginning of the yeast 2.0 synthesis project, CRISPR had not yet
entered the stage, but today, it offers an alternative approach for
progressive genome reduction.
The redundancy of the genetic code defining the same amino
acid by multiple synonymous codons offers the possibility to
erase and reassign codons throughout an entire genome. Such
rewriting efforts are used to engineer organisms with altered
genetic codes and free up codons for incorporation of artificial amino acids, which do not occur within natural organisms.
To date, genome-wide rewriting efforts have been primarily
reported for viral genomes (12–14), and a few are focused on the
rewriting of microbial genomes of Escherichia coli, Salmonella,
and S. cerevisiae. Using oligo-mediated recombineering (15), all
321 instances of the TAG stop codon in E. coli were altered to
TAA, demonstrating the dispensability of a stop codon within
the genetic code (16). In an extension of this approach, rewriting of 13 sense codons across a set of ribosomal genes (17)
and genome-wide rewriting of 123 instances of the arginine rare
codons AGA and AGG (18) were accomplished in E. coli. These
studies unearthed unexpected recalcitrant synonymous rewriting
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The fundamental biological functions of a living cell are stored
within the DNA sequence of its genome. Classical genetic
approaches dissect the functioning of biological systems by
analyzing individual genes, yet uncovering the essential gene
set of an organism has remained very challenging. It is argued
that the rewriting of entire genomes through the process of
chemical synthesis provides a powerful and complementary
research concept to understand how essential functions are
programed into genomes.

I

n the early 2000s, the template-independent chemical synthesis
of the 7.4-kb polio virus (1) and 5.4-kb bacteriophage phiX174
genomes (2) using oligonucleotides has ushered in the field of
synthetic genomics. The initial progress on moderately sized viral
genomes has spurred whole-genome synthesis of more complex
organisms. In 2008 and 2010, the Craig Venter Institute reported
the chemical synthesis of genome replicas from Mycoplasma
genitalium (583 kb) and Mycoplasma mycoides (1.1 Mb) (3, 4),
respectively. These efforts expanded the chemical synthesis scale
to megabases and improved in vitro DNA assembly strategies
and genome transplantation methods. However, the work also
highlighted the challenges of whole-genome synthesis, as a single missense mutation within the dnaA gene initially prevented
boot up. To gain insights into a minimal gene set for cellular life,
the teams of Craig Venter built a 473-gene reduced version of
the M. mycoides genome (5).
Along with these accomplishments, the concept of wholegenome synthesis and genome minimization has been expanded
toward the rebuilding of all 16 chromosomes of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae driven by an international consortium composed of
21 institutions. In 2014, the consortium reported synthesis of
the artificial yeast chromosome synIII (273 kb) (6). Subsequently, five additional chromosomes (7–11) were generated,
and as of 2018, roughly 40% of the entire yeast genome has
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1818259116
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Understanding how to program biological functions into artificial
DNA sequences remains a key challenge in synthetic genomics.
Here, we report the chemical synthesis and testing of Caulobacter
ethensis-2.0 (C. eth-2.0), a rewritten bacterial genome composed
of the most fundamental functions of a bacterial cell. We rebuilt
the essential genome of Caulobacter crescentus through the process of chemical synthesis rewriting and studied the genetic
information content at the level of its essential genes. Within
the 785,701-bp genome, we used sequence rewriting to reduce
the number of encoded genetic features from 6,290 to 799.
Overall, we introduced 133,313 base substitutions, resulting in
the rewriting of 123,562 codons. We tested the biological functionality of the genome design in C. crescentus by transposon
mutagenesis. Our analysis revealed that 432 essential genes of
C. eth-2.0, corresponding to 81.5% of the design, are equal in
functionality to natural genes. These findings suggest that neither changing mRNA structure nor changing the codon context
have significant influence on biological functionality of synthetic
genomes. Discovery of 98 genes that lost their function identified essential genes with incorrect annotation, including a limited
set of 27 genes where we uncovered noncoding control features embedded within protein-coding sequences. In sum, our
results highlight the promise of chemical synthesis rewriting to
decode fundamental genome functions and its utility toward the
design of improved organisms for industrial purposes and health
benefits.
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synthesis methods have been used for the rewriting of gene
cassettes in conjunction with genomic replacement strategies
(15, 20). Ongoing de novo synthesis toward a 57-codon E. coli
genome was reported (21), with the complete genome synthesis
underway.
Despite this progress, the underlying rewriting design principles have remained ill defined, and debugging has remained
challenging (17, 19). It has been speculated that presence of
embedded transcriptional and translational control signals at
the termini of coding sequences (CDSs) as well as imprecise
genome annotations are the underlying cause. We hypothesized
that massive synonymous rewriting in conjunction with a systematic investigation of error causes will shed light onto the general
sequence design principles of how biological functions are programed into genomes. However, while some progress has been
made to study recoding schemes using individual genes and gene
clusters (21), the field currently lacks a broadly applicable highthroughput error diagnosis approach to probe the rewriting of
entire genomes.
Here, we report the chemical synthesis of Caulobacter ethensis2.0 (C. eth-2.0), a bacterial minimized genome composed of the
most fundamental functions of a bacterial cell. We present a
broadly applicable design–build–test approach to program the
most fundamental functions of a cell into a customized genome
sequence. By rebuilding the essential genome of Caulobacter
crescentus (Caulobacter hereafter) through the process of chemical synthesis writing, we studied the genetic information content
at the level of its essential genes.

500 bp

RBS
rewritten essential C. eth-2.0 gene
Fig. 1. Part design, compilation, and chemical synthesis rewriting of the
C. eth-1.0 genome. (A) Schematic representation of the digital design process; 1,745 DNA parts were extracted from the native Caulobacter NA1000
genome (gray) and reorganized into a rewritten genome design (blue)
comprising the entire list of essential genes required to run the basic operating system of a bacterial cell. Lines (blue) connect positions of DNA parts
between native and rewritten genomes. (B) Workflow of the part identification and chemical synthesis rewriting process. Transposon sequencing was
used to identify the entire set of essential DNA parts of Caulobacter at a
resolution of a few base pairs. Absence of transposon insertions [transposon (Tn) hits are plotted as gray lines] pinpoints the nondisruptable DNA
regions within the native Caulobacter genome. Such essential DNA parts
may encode for putative alternative ORFs, TSSs, or ribosome binding sites
(RBSs) that are not required for functionality of the essential DNA part itself.
Computational sequence rewriting (Materials and Methods) was used to
erase putative sequence features that have not been assigned to a specific
biologic function. The resulting rewritten DNA parts are fully defined and
only encode for their desired function.

events that occurred primarily in the vicinity of 50 and 30 termini
of protein-coding sequences (18, 19). Recently, to investigate
the impact of more complex rewriting schemes, de novo DNA
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terial genome design encoding the entire set of essential
DNA sequences from the freshwater bacterium Caulobacter
(Fig. 1A). Caulobacter is recognized as an exquisite cell cycle
model organism (22–25) for which multidimensional omics
(26) and transcriptome- (27) and ribosome-profiling measurements have been integrated into a well-annotated genome
model (28, 29). We computationally generated the entire list
of essential DNA parts for building a bacterial genome from
a previously published high-resolution transposon sequencing
dataset (30) that identified with base pair resolution the precise coordinates of essential genes, including endogenous promoter sequences. DNA parts were extracted from the native
Caulobacter NA1000 genome sequence [National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) accession no. NC 011916.1]
according to predefined design rules and concatenated into a
digital genome design preserving gene organization and orientation (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix) (31). The resulting 785,701bp genome design termed Caulobacter ethensis-1.0 (C. eth-1.0)
encodes for the most fundamental functions of a bacterial
cell. Cumulatively, C. eth-1.0 consists of 1,761 DNA parts,
including 676 protein-coding, 54 noncoding, and 1,015 intergenic sequences. To select for faithful assembly and permit stable maintenance in S. cerevisiae, auxotrophic marker
genes (TRP1, HIS3, MET14, LEU2, ADE2) and a set of 10
autonomous replicating sequences (ARSs) were seeded across
the genome design (Table 1 and SI Appendix). Furthermore,
the pMR10Y (31) shuttle vector sequence, permitting stringent
low copy replication in S. cerevisiae, E. coli, and Caulobacter,
was inserted at the native location of the Caulobacter origin of
replication.
Sequence Rewriting of C. eth-1.0 to Enable de Novo Genome Synthesis. We were unable to obtain 3- to 4-kb DNA building

blocks of C. eth-1.0 from commercial DNA suppliers due to
a multitude of synthesis constraints. Synthesis constraints are
a common problem of natural genome sequences, which have
evolved to maintain biological information rather than facilitate
Venetz et al.

Protein-coding sequences
Essential
Semiessential
Redundant
Nonessential
Noncoding sequences
tRNA
rRNA
ncRNA
Intergenic sequences
Genome replication and assembly
Click markers*
ARS
pMR10Y†
Total no. of DNA parts

Quantity

Size (bp)

Fraction (%)

676
462
113
15
86
54
44
3
7
1,015
16
5
10
1
1,761

660,789
471,072
114,270
14,970
60,477
9,726
3,455
4,387
1,884
96,043
19,143
6,352
2,121
10,670
785,701

83.9
59.8
14.5
1.9
7.7
1.2
0.4
0.6
0.2
12.2
2.5
0.8
0.3
1.4

*Auxotrophic selection markers that were used to direct the assembly and
maintenance of the genome design in yeast. ncRNA, noncoding RNA.
†
The pMR10Y shuttle vector contains a broad host-range RK2-based low
copy replicon (GenBank accession no. AJ606312.1), a kanamycin selection marker, and oriT function for conjugational transfer from E. coli to
Caulobacter as well as URA3 marker, ARS, and centromere (CEN) elements
for selection and replication in yeast.

chemical synthesis. Recent bioinformatics work (31) showed
that more than three-quarters of all deposited bacterial genome
sequences are not amenable for low-cost synthesis. We hypothesized that computational synonymous rewriting into an easy to
synthesize sequence would facilitate chemical synthesis of the
785-kb genome while maintaining the encoded biological functions (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). We used our previously reported
computational DNA design algorithms (31, 32) and generated
a synthesis-optimized genome design termed C. eth-2.0. Cumulatively, we introduced 10,172 base substitutions and removed
5,668 synthesis constraints (Table 2). These are composed of
1,233 repeats, 93 homopolymeric stretches, and 4,342 regions of
high guanine-cytosine (GC) content (Table 2), known to hinder
chemical DNA synthesis. Moreover, we erased additional 1,045
endonuclease restriction sites to facilitate standardized assembly of the DNA building blocks into the 785-kb chromosome
of C. eth-2.0.
Sequence Rewriting to Minimize the Number of Genetic Features.

We reasoned that chemical synthesis rewriting offers a powerful
experimental approach to probe the accuracy of existing genome
annotations and study where additional layers of information
exist beyond the primary amino acid code. Furthermore, fundamental functions encoded within the essential genomes can be
identified. In addition to the base substitutions introduced for
synthesis streamlining, we used computational sequence design
algorithms (31, 32) to deliberately add 123,141 base substitutions
within protein-coding sequences to yield the rewritten C. eth-2.0
design (Table 2) (33). In C. eth-2.0, we replaced 56.1% of all
codons by synonymous versions. While the amino acid sequence
of the 676 annotated genes was maintained, rewriting enabled
us to minimize the number of hypothetical genetic elements
present within protein-coding sequences of C. eth-2.0. These
elements include alternative ORFs, predicted gene internal transcriptional start sites (TSSs), and sequence motifs (predicted or
cryptic) that may fine tune translation rates (Fig. 1B and Materials and Methods). Overall, we removed 87.4% of all putative
ORFs (2,822 of 3,229) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2C), 95.3% of all
internal TSSs (1,648 of 1,730), and 76.7% of all predicted ribosome stalling motifs (1,021 of 1,331) (Table 2). Testing whether
rewritten genes remain functional will identify genes in which
Venetz et al.

Chemical Synthesis of C. eth-2.0. We computationally devised a

four-tier DNA assembly strategy starting from 3- to 4-kb assembly blocks to build the complete C. eth-2.0 chromosome in yeast
(32) (Fig. 2A). Demonstrating the ease of genome-scale synthesis
on sequence rewriting, 235 of 236 blocks were successfully manufactured (SI Appendix), and only a single DNA block required
custom synthesis. We progressively assembled these initial 236
DNA blocks into 37 chromosome segments (19–22 kb in size)
and further into 16 megasegments (38–65 kb in size) (Fig. 2A
and SI Appendix) using yeast transformation. To select for the
complete chromosome assembly, we applied a click marker strategy by introducing five auxotrophic yeast genes (TRP1, HIS3,
MET14, LEU2, and ADE2) split between adjacent megasegments. On correct chromosome assembly in an engineered yeast
strain lacking all auxotrophic marker genes (YJV04), click markers will form functional genes and reconstitute prototrophy
(Fig. 2B). Initial attempts to assemble the C. eth-2.0 chromosome
from 16 megasegments were not successful. Sequencing of yeast
clones with partial C. eth-2.0 assemblies identified two defective ARS elements (ARS416 and ARS1213), which prevented
replication of the full-length chromosome. We corrected these
Table 2. Sequence rewriting of C. eth-1.0 into C. eth-2.0 leads to
massive reduction of genetic features
Type
Sequence rewriting
Base substitutions
Rewritten codons*
Codons
TTG
TTA
TAG
Alternative genetic features
ORFs†
TSS‡
RBS§
Remaining genetic features¶
DNA synthesis constraints
High GC regions#
Direct repeats ≥8 bp
Hairpins ≥8 bp
Homopolymers
Restriction sitesk
Synthesis constraints**

C. eth-1.0 C. eth-2.0 Fraction (%)
None
None

133,313
123,562

17.0
56.1

1,154
46
173

0
0
10

100
100
94.2

3,229
1,730
1,331
6,290

407
82
310
799

87.4
95.3
76.7

4,342
880
606
139
1,047
7,014

0
113
140
46
2
301

100
87.2
76.9
66.9
99.8

*Number of synonymous codon substitutions introduced on sequence
rewriting.
†
Number of alternative ORFs residing within the 676 CDSs of C. eth-1.0 and
C. eth-2.0.
‡
Number of TSSs internal to CDSs.
§
Number of ribosome binding sites (RBSs) internal to CDSs.
¶
Number of remaining genetic features within CDS of C. eth-1.0 and
C. eth-2.0.
#
Regions of high GC content > 0.8 within a 100-bp window.
k
Total number of type IIS restriction sites that were removed (AarI, BsaI,
BspQI, PacI, PmeI, I-CeuI, I-SceI). Note that the two unique PmeI and PacI
sites remained within the pMR10Y backbone to facilitate linearization of
the final assembled chromosome for subsequent analysis by pulsed field gel
electrophoresis.
**Number of DNA synthesis constraints of C. eth-1.0 and C. eth-2.0.
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DNA part category

additional information beyond the amino acid code is necessary
for proper functioning. Achieving functional C. eth-2.0 genes,
however, will provide fully defined artificial genes composed of
a minimized number of genetic elements. The precise knowledge of which genes remain functional and the subsequent repair
of nonfunctional genes will ultimately lead to a fully defined
artificial cell.
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COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY

Table 1. Part list used to build the C. eth-1.0 genome design

A

B

C
16 Mega-segments

URA3, ARS209
PmeI, PacI

YJV04

ARS1323

YJV04
+ C. eth-2.0

C. eth-2.0

TRP1
ARS_Max2

YJV04
Ura-, Trp-, HisMet-, Leu-, Ade-

ARS
727

Marker YJV04 C. eth-2.0
digest digest
HIS3 945 kb
ARS416
825 kb
750 kb
ARS1018

LEU2
ARS_HI
ARS516

ARS1113
MET14
ARS1213

SD medium

E

D

C. eth -2.0 785,701 bp
16 Mega-segments
37 Segments
236 Blocks

Selective medium
-Ura, -Trp, -His,
-Met, -Leu, -Ade

Ura+, Trp+, His+
Met+, Leu+, Ade+

680 kb
565 kb

C. eth-2.0
771 kb

Sequencing coverage [log10]

ADE2
ARS4

Segment level in E. coli

3.0
1.0

Mega-segment level in E. coli

3.0
1.0

C. eth- 2.0

3.0
1.0
0

100

200 300 400 500 600
Genome coordinates [kb]

700

Fig. 2. Assembly of C. eth-2.0 in S. cerevisiae. (A) Schematic representation of the circular 785,701-bp C. eth-2.0 chromosome with six auxotrophic selection
markers (red), 11 ARSs (black), and the restriction sites for PmeI and PacI (blue); 236 DNA blocks (green boxes) were assembled into 37 genome segments
(blue boxes) and 16 megasegments (orange boxes) and further assembled into the complete C. eth-2.0 genome (outermost gray track). (B) The complete
C. eth-2.0 chromosome was assembled in a single reaction from 16 megasegments by yeast spheroplast transformation and subsequent growth selection for
auxotrophic TRP1 and LEU2 markers. (C) Growth selection on medium lacking Ura, Trp, His, Met, Leu, and Ade identified yeast clone 2 (C. eth-2.0) positive
for all auxotrophic markers, while the parental strain (YJV04) fails to grow and requires synthetic defined (SD) medium. (D) Size validation of the 785-kb
C. eth-2.0 chromosome by pulsed field gel electrophoresis. Digestion with PmeI and PacI releases a 771-kb portion of the C. eth-2.0 chromosome (arrow)
from the shuttle vector pMR10Y. Undigested (marker) and PmeI- and PacI-digested yeast chromosomes (YJV04 digest) serve as controls. (E) DNA sequencing
coverage at segment level (Top) and megasegment level (Middle) and the complete chromosome assembly (Bottom) are shown.

design errors and added five additional ARS sequences to promote efficient replication of the GC-rich C. eth-2.0 chromosome
in yeast.
One-step transformation of the 16 corrected megasegments
into yeast spheroplasts yielded two clones, one of which restored
prototrophy for all six auxotrophic click markers, indicating
complete assembly of C. eth-2.0 (Fig. 2C). We subsequently confirmed the presence of C. eth-2.0 as a single circular chromosome
by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2D), diagnostic PCR
(SI Appendix, Fig. S3), and whole-genome sequencing (Fig. 2E).
C. eth-2.0 has a high GC content exceeding 57%, while previous chemically synthesized chromosomes (5, 8, 34) exhibit low
GC contents closely matching the native yeast genome. So far,
attempts to clone high GC sequences in yeast have proven to be
difficult (35).
To assess whether C. eth-2.0 is stably maintained in yeast, we
performed whole-genome sequencing on prolonged cultivation.
After propagation for over 60 generations, we found no occurrences of adaptive mutations or chromosomal rearrangements
within C. eth-2.0, indicating stable maintenance in YJV04 (SI
Appendix, Fig. S4A). In agreement with this observation, electron micrographs showed normal yeast cell morphologies for
parental cells and YJV04 bearing the C. eth-2.0 chromosome (SI
Appendix, Fig. S4B).
We sequence verified C. eth-2.0 at each assembly level to assess
the performance of the genome synthesis process (Fig. 2E).
Across the 785-kb genome design, we detected a total of 21
nonsynonymous mutations (SI Appendix, Table S3). Thereof, 17
emanated from nonsequence perfect DNA blocks that were provided by one of two commercial suppliers. Only four additional
missense mutations within the genes argS (arginyl-tRNA synthetase) and fabI (acyl-carrier protein) and the ribosomal genes
S7P and L12P were introduced during segment and megasegment assembly in yeast and E. coli, respectively. No additional
4 of 10 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1818259116

mutations occurred in the final assembly of the C. eth-2.0 chromosome, indicating a high sequence fidelity in the genome build
process.
Mapping of Toxic Genes. It was previously reported in clone-based

genome sequencing studies that natural microbial genomes
contain genes encoding for toxic and dosage-sensitive expression
products (36, 37). We speculated that toxic genes residing on
C. eth-2.0 would prevent chromosomal maintenance in
Caulobacter. Therefore, we tested the design in the form of the
37 individual C. eth-2.0 chromosome segments for the presence
of toxic genes. Quantification of conjugational transfer from E.
coli to Caulobacter in conjunction with sequencing demonstrated
that toxic genes were absent in 25 of 37 chromosome segments
(SI Appendix, Fig. S5 and Table S4). However, we observed a
drastic reduction in transfer efficiency for 12 segments, suggesting presence of toxic genes that collectively cover 18.9 ± 3.6 kb
in sequence (SI Appendix, Table S4). We carried out genetic
suppressor analysis and identified evolved strains that tolerated
formerly toxic genome segments (Materials and Methods).
Whole-genome sequencing of suppressor strains led to the
identification of 14 toxic genetic loci (SI Appendix, Table S5)
that bear mutations alleviating toxicity. An additional three
chromosome segments acquired small deletions on selection for
fast growth (SI Appendix, Table S6). Among the toxic genes, we
found three chromosome replication genes (dnaQ, dnaB, rarA),
six genes involved in LPS and fatty acid biosynthesis (fabB,
lptD, lpxD, accC, murU, waaF), two genes encoding interacting
RNA polymerase components (rpoC, topA), the S10-spc-alpha
ribosomal protein gene cluster (CETH 01304-01323), and the
sodium-proton antiporter nhaA. Multiple of the identified toxic
genes encode for interacting proteins that form complexes,
suggesting an imbalance in subunit dosage as a likely cause for
toxicity. Overall, the observed fraction of 1.9% (14 of 730) toxic
Venetz et al.

Genome-Wide Functionality Assessment of C. eth-2.0. While

throughout the build process, the C. eth-2.0 genome was
maintained in heterologous hosts, we next investigated whether
rewritten genes resume their anticipated function on introduction into Caulobacter. Functionality assessment and error
diagnosis of large-scale DNA constructs are major challenges
for bioengineering of synthetic genomes. To permit parallel
functionality assessment of rewritten C. eth-2.0 genes, we
developed a transposon-based testing approach. This approach
assesses the functionality of rewritten genes in merodiploid test
strains, which harbor episomal copies of C. eth-2.0 chromosome
segments in addition to the native chromosome. The testing
approach measures the functional equivalence between native
and rewritten C. eth-2.0 genes through genetic complementation.
In the presence of functional C. eth-2.0 genes, previously essential native genes become dispensable and acquire disruptive
transposon insertions (Fig. 3A). In contrast, native genes remain
essential and do not tolerate disruptive transposon insertions
in the presence of nonfunctional rewritten genes (Fig. 3A). In
the case of functional C. eth-2.0 genes, such an analysis will
prove that rewritten gene variants are functionally equivalent to
essential native Caulobacter genes. Failure in complementation
will identify specific genes where sequence rewriting in C. eth-2.0
erases additional genetic control elements that are important

Sequence Design Flexibility Beyond Protein-Coding Sequences. The

large majority of the 133,313 base substitutions were introduced within protein-coding sequences of C. eth-2.0. However, a significant number of nonsynonymous substitutions
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Fig. 3. Fault diagnosis and error isolation across the C. eth-2.0 chromosome. (A) Functionality assessment of the C. eth-2.0 chromosome. Merodiploid
strains bearing episomal C. eth-2.0 chromosome segments (orange and blue circle) are subjected to transposon sequencing (TnSeq). Presence of transposon
insertions (blue marks) in a previously essential chromosomal gene (gray arrows) indicates functionality of the homologous C. eth-2.0 gene (blue arrow),
while absence of insertions indicates a nonfunctional C. eth-2.0 gene (orange arrow). (B) Functionality map of the C. eth-2.0 chromosome with functional
genes (blue arrows), nonfunctional genes (orange arrows), and nonessential control genes (gray arrows).
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for proper gene functioning. We asked whether rewritten genes
are functionally equivalent to native genes despite the massive
level of sequence modification introduced. We subjected 37
merodiploid test strains bearing C. eth-2.0 chromosome segments as episomal copies along the native chromosome to
transposon mutagenesis to test gene functionality. We compared
transposon insertion patterns obtained between complementing
and noncomplementing conditions and assessed the functionality of C. eth-2.0 (Materials and Methods and Dataset S1).
Nucleotide substitutions introduced on rewriting and sequence
optimization of the C. eth-2.0 genome allowed us to unambiguously assign transposon insertions to the native Caulobacter
genome and C. eth-2.0 chromosome segments. Cumulatively,
we found 81.5% (432 of 530) of all essential and semiessential
C. eth-2.0 genes to be functional (Fig. 3B and Table 3).
Functional rewritten C. eth-2.0 genes encompass a drastic
reduction in the number of genetic features (annotated, cryptic,
or predicted) compared with the wild-type Caulobacter genome
annotation. Maintenance of biologic functionality within
rewritten genes suggests dispensability of these genetic features,
and hence, it will lead to refinement of the current genome
annotation. During the design process of C. eth-2.0, we have
reduced the number of genetic features within CDS from 6,290
to 799 (Table 2). The high functionality level of 81.5% observed
within the rewritten C. eth-2.0 suggests that the large majority of
the 6,290 previously annotated and predicted genetic features do
not adopt essential function. Among the genetic features found
to be dispensable were the three formerly assigned antisense
transcripts (sRNAs) CCNA R0109, R0151, and R0194 internal
to rpoC, sufB, and atpD that acquired 16, 17, and 62 base
substitutions during the rewriting process, respectively (Fig. 4A).
Dispensability of the formerly assigned antisense transcripts
suggests that the majority of chromosomally encoded sRNAs
identified by transcriptome analysis (42, 43) do not elicit an
essential function.

BIOPHYSICS AND
COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY

genes found in C. eth-2.0 is well in agreement with the previously
reported average of 2.15 ± 0.8% of toxic genes identified among
seven E. coli strains (36). We concluded that computational
sequence rewriting as part of the chemical synthesis rewriting
process does not induce additional gene toxicity. In agreement
with this hypothesis, 6 genes among the identified 14 toxic
rewritten genes have been previously identified as “unclonable
genes” in E. coli (37). Furthermore, misbalanced expression
of rpoC, rarA, dnaB, and accC has previously been reported
to elicit toxicity due to imbalance in protein complex subunit
stoichiometry (38–41). Given the precedence of toxicity for
wild-type genes, we argue that the toxicity of these genes when
ectopically expressed is likely a general property and is not
attributed to the rewriting process that maintains identical
proteins.

Table 3. Functionality of C. eth-2.0 genes according to cellular
processes
Category
‡

Translation
Ribosomal proteins‡
tRNA synthetases
tRNAs
Translation factors
Transcription
DNA replication
Cellular processes
Cell cycle
Cell envelope
Protein turnover
Energy production
Metabolism§
Hypothetical proteins‡
Total

Functional C. eth-2.0 genes*

P value†

73.6% (81/110)
60.6% (20/33)
81.8% (18/22)
67.8% (19/28)
88.9% (24/27)
86.7% (13/15)
83.9% (26/31)
87.2% (123/141)
87.5% (28/32)
86.9% (73/84)
88.0% (22/25)
73.9% (34/46)
90.3% (121/134)
64.2% (34/53)
81.5% (432/530)

5.49E-03
2.01E-03
6.14E-01
4.73E-02
2.22E-01
4.51E-01
4.69E-01
1.12E-02
2.52E-01
8.48E-02
2.81E-01
1.03E-01
2.60E-04
7.45E-04

*Fraction of functional C. eth-2.0 genes as assessed by transposon sequencing. Numbers of functional genes vs. total gene numbers per class are shown
in parentheses.
†
P values for functionality enrichment and deenrichment of different gene
categories.
‡
Categories of genes that display a significant decrease in functionality.
§
Categories of genes that display a significant increase in functionality.

were inserted within intergenic and noncoding regions, such as
tRNA genes, to facilitate the de novo DNA synthesis process.
We found that base substitutions within noncoding sequences
were frequently tolerated and did not impair gene functional-

A

B

ity. For example, the two tRNA genes tRNATrp and tRNATyr
remained functional despite base changes that were introduced
within the anticodon arm to erase DNA synthesis constraints
present within the wild-type sequences (Fig. 4B). In the case
of tRNATrp , we removed a Type IIS restriction site, and in
tRNATyr , a homopolymeric sequence pattern hindering DNA
synthesis was removed. Both rewritten tRNA genes retained
their function as revealed by our transposon-based complementation measurements (Fig. 4B). These findings suggest that,
even apart from protein-coding sequences, a high level of
sequence design flexibility exists to imprint biological functions
into DNA.
Level of Gene Functionality Among Cellular Processes. We reasoned

that the analysis of gene functionality among different cellular
processes would permit identification of gene classes harboring
high levels of transcriptional and translational control elements
within CDS. Assignment of gene functionality among cellular
processes revealed that metabolic genes were enriched with over
90.3% functionality (P value of 2.60E-4) (Table 3). This supports
the idea that metabolic genes contain a low level of transcriptional and translational control elements embedded within their
CDS. This finding correlates with the observation that regulation
of bacterial metabolism mainly occurs at the enzymatic level (44,
45). However, hypothetical and ribosomal genes were underrepresented, with 64.2 and 60.6% functional C. eth-2.0 genes, respectively (P values of 5.45E-4 and 2.01E-3, respectively) (Table 3).
Based on these findings, we estimated that one-third of the
hypothetical essential genes encode for genetic features other
than the annotated protein-coding sequence. Likewise, close to
40% of all ribosomal genes likely contain additional regulatory

C

Fig. 4. Sequence design flexibility within rewritten C. eth-2.0 genes. (A) Dispensability of antisense RNAs. Schematic depicting dispensable antisense transcripts embedded with CDSs of genes rpoC, sufB, and atpD (blue arrows). On synonymous rewriting, antisense transcripts CCNA R0109, CCNA R0151, and
CCNA R0194 (doted arrows) internal to rpoC, sufB, and atpD acquired 16, 17, and 62 base substitutions, respectively. Essential chromosomal genes rpoC, sufB,
and atpD carry disruptive transposon insertion (blue marks) in the presence of complementing C. eth-2.0 chromosome segments (blue marks) compared
with the transposon insertion pattern of the wild-type control strain (green marks), indicating that antisense transcripts are nonessential. (B) Schematic
depiction of the secondary structure of the rewritten tRNATrp and tRNATyr . Type IIS restriction sites (red letters; Left) and homopolymeric sequences (red
letters; Right) hindering chemical synthesis of tRNA genes were erased by introducing base substitutions (blue) in the anticodon arms while maintaining the
anticodons (gray box). Transposon testing reveals functionality of C. eth-2.0 tRNA genes. (C) Functionality testing of C. eth-2.0 operons. On complementation
with C. eth-2.0 operons, chromosomal genes tolerate disruptive transposon insertions (blue marks) throughout the native operon, leading to simultaneous
inactivation of multiple native genes.
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Fig. 5. Fault diagnosis and repair across the C. eth-2.0 chromosome. (A)
Fault diagnosis across the C. eth-2.0 cell division gene cluster. Transposon
insertions in the wild-type control (green marks) and on complementation
with C. eth-2.0 cell division genes (blue marks) are shown. With the exception of the four nonfunctional genes murG, murC, ftsQ, and ftsZ (orange
arrows), the large majority of rewritten genes are functional (blue arrows).
(B) Chemical synthesis rewriting reveals genetic control elements present
within the cell division gene cluster, including translational coupling signals (murG), internal ribosome binding sites (RBSs; ftsQ), extended promoter
regions (murC), and attenuator sequences upstream of ftsZ. (C) Insertion of
the wild-type sequence elements upstream of nonfunctional cell division
genes restores gene expression as measured by β-galactosidase assays using
lacZ reporter gen fusions.
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that the process of chemical synthesis rewriting offers a powerful experimental approach to map hitherto unknown genetic
regulatory elements encoded within the protein-coding sequence
and validate the annotation accuracy of an organism’s genome.
Discovery of genes that lost their function on rewriting suggested the presence of additional essential genetic features,
which have evaded previous genome annotation efforts. Error
cause classification of the 98 nonfunctional C. eth-2.0 genes
(Materials and Methods) pinpointed to 52 instances of imprecise annotation of the ancestral Caulobacter genome including
misannotated promoter regions and incorrect TSSs predictions.
This implies that a significant number of protein-coding genes
remain misannotated within curated genomes. We found evidence for 27 transcriptional and translational control signals
embedded within protein-coding sequences that were erased
due to sequence rewriting. This finding suggests that internal transcriptional and translational control elements do not
often occur within CDS of the Caulobacter genome. In only 13
instances, we detected nonfunctional genes due to base substitutions introduced outside of protein-coding sequences to optimize
synthesis. Furthermore, six genes acquired deleterious mutations
during the build and boot-up process (Dataset S2). These findings suggest that inaccurate annotation of protein-coding sequences is the main cause for losing functionality on synonymous
rewriting.

B
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Discovery of Essential Genetic Features Within CDS. We reasoned
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rewritten C. eth-2.0 genes are functional on an individual basis,
we hypothesized that additive fitness effects might arise when
multiple synthetic genes were combined. We thus searched for
chromosomal transposon insertions within essential Caulobacter
operons leading to simultaneous inactivation of multiple gene
products due to truncation of a polycistronic mRNA transcript.
We observed such transposon insertions within 41 formerly
essential Caulobacter operon genes (Fig. 4C and Dataset S3),
suggesting that the chemical synthesis rewritten C. eth-2.0 genes
may indeed fully encompass functional biological modules complementing the function of their native counterparts. One example includes the mreBCD-rodA operon, which is involved in the
coordination of cell wall peptidoglycan biosynthesis machinery.
This complex is critical for the generation and maintenance of
bacterial cell shape (48). We found transposon insertions disrupting the polycistronic mRNA, suggesting that the function
of the chromosomal mreBCD-rodA operon is complemented by
the C. eth-2.0 counterparts (Fig. 4C). Similar patterns of transposon insertions were obtained for the groEL-ES operon (49)
and the membrane protein chaperone operon yidC-yidA (50).
Both tolerated disruptive transposon insertions throughout the
native sequence, leading to simultaneous inactivation of multiple
genes. These findings support the idea that additive fitness effects
do not likely arise when multiple synthetic genes are combined
into functional modules, which will ultimately simplify the build
process of artificial chromosomes by using chemical synthesis
rewritten DNA.

investigated the presence of additional genetic features within
the cell division genes murG, murC, ftsQ, and ftsZ, in which
genetic complementation failed with the corresponding C. eth2.0 counterparts (Fig. 5A). We hypothesized that computational
sequence rewriting likely erased critical control elements needed
for proper gene expression. Indeed, we found that rewriting of
an overlapping CDS upstream of murC corrupted the associated
promoter region. Similarly, sequence rewriting of ddlB erased an
internal ribosome binding site necessary for translation of the
downstream gene ftsQ (Fig. 5B). The rewriting of ftsW erased an
embedded short transcript (ftsWs) necessary for murG translation (29) (Fig. 5B). Finally, we found a short annotated CDS (29)
upstream of the nonfunctional ftsZ gene. However, sequence
analysis revealed that the wild-type sequence contains a hairpin
secondary structure, which resembles a transcriptional attenuation element. This may control ftsZ expression depending on
the metabolic conditions (Fig. 5B). While additional studies are
needed to unravel the exact molecular functions of these genetic

ra

Rewritten C. eth-2.0 Operons Encompass Fully Functional Biological
Modules. Although a significant amount of chemical synthesis

Genetic Control Features Within the Cell Division Genes. We next

m

elements embedded within their protein-coding sequence. From
a gene regulatory perspective, this is not surprising, as protein
synthesis is the major consumer of cellular energy in bacteria
(46). Furthermore, the biogenesis of functional ribosome complexes depends on the concerted transcriptional control of many
ribosomal operon genes (47). In sum, our analysis suggests that a
low level of additional essential regulatory elements is embedded
within the protein-coding sequences of metabolic genes. However, a high number of regulatory elements are embedded within
coexpressed ribosomal genes and other multigene core modules
of the bacterial cell.

control elements within the cell division gene cluster, we found
that repair of the sequence upstream of the ftsZ gene restored
the ftsZ expression levels (Fig. 5C). Similarly, insertion of the
wild-type sequence elements into the C. eth-2.0 genes murC, ftsQ,
and murG also restored gene expression (Fig. 5C). This suggests
that, after missing essential genetic elements are identified, error
causes can rapidly be deduced to allow for rational repair of
genome designs. Furthermore, identification and error diagnosis
of noncomplementing genes will provide a formidable opportunity to uncover DNA design principles that will further improve
our capabilities in programing biological functions into synthetic
chromosomes.
Discussion
C. crescentus has emerged as an important model organism for
understanding the regulation of the bacterial cell cycle (25, 51,
52). A notable feature of Caulobacter is that the regulatory events
that control polar differentiation and cell cycle progression are
highly integrated and occur in a temporally restricted order (53).
The advent of genomic technologies has enabled global analyses that have revolutionized our understanding of Caulobacter
genetic core networks that control the lifecycle (26–29). In recent
years, many components of the regulatory circuit have been identified, and simulation of the circuitry has been reported (25, 54).
More recent experimental work using transposon sequencing
has shown that 12% of the Caulobacter genome is essential for
survival under laboratory conditions (30). The identified set of
essential sequences included not only protein-coding sequences
but also, regulatory regions and noncoding elements that collectively store the genetic information necessary to run a living cell.
Of the individual DNA regions identified as essential, 91 were
noncoding regions of unknown function, and 49 were genes presumably coding for hypothetical proteins with function that is
unknown.
Although classical genetic approaches dissect the functioning
of biological systems by analyzing individual native genes, uncovering the function of essential genes has remained very challenging. Herein, we show that the rewriting of entire genomes
through the process of chemical synthesis provides a powerful and complementary research concept to understand how
essential functions are programed into genomes. Contemporary synthetic genome projects (3, 5, 8) have largely maintained
natural genome sequences, implementing only modest design
changes to increase the likelihood of functionality. However,
conservative genome design misses a key opportunity of chemical
DNA synthesis: the rewriting of DNA to advance our understanding of how fundamental biological functions are encoded
within genomes. Indeed, synthetic autonomous bacteria, such as
M. mycoides strain JCVI-syn3.0 made up of 473 genes within a
531-kb genome (5), resulted in the creation of a replicative cell.
However, it also encompasses 149 genes with unknown functions (84 labeled as “generic,” and 65 labeled as “unknowns”)
(55). This corresponds to over one-third of its gene set. While
these studies were highly valuable to experimentally determine the core set of genes for an independently replicating
cell, they did not probe the genetic information content of its
essential genes.
By rebuilding the essential genome of Caulobacter through
the process of chemical synthesis rewriting, we assessed the
essential genetic information content of a bacterial cell on the
level of its protein-coding sequences. Within the 785,701-bp
genome of C. eth-2.0, we used sequence rewriting to reduce
the number of genetic features present within protein-coding
sequences from 6,290 to 799. Overall, we introduced 133,313
base substitutions, resulting in the synonymous rewriting of
123,562 codons. We speculated that synonymous rewriting of
protein-coding sequences maintains the encoded amino acid
sequences but likely erases additional genetic information lay8 of 10 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1818259116

ers. These include alternative reading frames as well as hidden
control elements embedded within protein-coding sequences of
essential genes.
Rewriting of 56% of all codons resulted in complete rewriting
of the essential Caulobacter transcriptome. Despite incorporating such drastic changes at the level of mRNA, our functionality
analysis revealed that over 432 of the transcribed essential genes
of C. eth-2.0 corresponding to 81.5% of all rewritten essential
genes are equal in functionality to natural counterparts to support viability. This result suggests that, in most essential genes,
the primary mRNA sequence, the secondary structure, or the
codon context has no significant influence on biological functionality. This finding is surprising given the fact that previous studies
on individual genes reported that codon translation in vivo is controlled by many factors, including codon context (56). Furthermore, our findings suggest that the vast majority of the probed
ORFs encode exclusively for proteins and that other layers of
genetic control do not seem to play a significant role. Among the
134 enzyme-encoding genes that make up the metabolic core network of C. eth-2.0, the level of functional genes is even over 90%,
suggesting that rewritten biosynthetic pathways retain their functionality in most cases. A possible explanation for the high proportion of functional metabolic genes might be the fact that regulation of essential metabolic functions occurs rather by allosteric
interactions at the level of enzymes than at the level of gene
expression.
In addition to 432 functional rewritten genes, our study precisely mapped 98 genes that lost functionality on synonymous
rewriting as detected by our transposon-based functionality
assessment. Since retaining solely the protein-coding sequences
of these genes is not sufficient for their functionality, it is reasonable to conclude that these genes are misannotated or contain
hitherto unknown essential genetic elements embedded within
their CDS. Alternatively, it is also possible that a subset of
these genes encode for RNA rather than protein-coding functions. Taken together, our genome rewriting approach can be
used to experimentally validate the annotation fidelity of entire
genomes.
Altogether, the identified set of 98 nonfunctional genes corresponds to less than 20% of the essential genome of C. eth-2.0 and
precisely revealed where we currently have gaps in our knowledge that persisted despite previous omics-informed genome
reannotation efforts. In the future, it will be interesting to
unravel why rewriting renders particular genes nonfunctional.
These studies will shed light onto hitherto unknown transcriptional and translational control layers embedded within proteincoding sequences that are of fundamental importance for proper
gene functioning. Targeted repair of identified nonfunctional
C. eth-2.0 genes, as exemplified within the subset of the four
faulty cell division genes murG, murC, ftsQ, and ftsZ, will lead
to the discovery of genetic features, such as the essential attenuator element identified upstream of the ftsZ gene, the function of
which is currently unknown. We acknowledge that the 98 identified nonfunctional genes are still poorly understood, yet our
findings on C. eth-2.0 serve as an excellent starting point to close
current knowledge gaps in essential genome functions toward
rational construction of a synthetic organism with a fully defined
genetic blueprint.
On the level of de novo DNA synthesis, we herein demonstrate
how chemical synthesis rewriting facilitates the genome synthesis process. To simplify the entire genome build process, we used
sequence design algorithms (31, 32) and collectively introduce
10,172 base substitutions to remove 5,668 DNA synthesis constraints, including 1,233 repeats, 93 homopolymeric stretches,
and 4,342 regions of high GC content. Successful low-cost synthesis and subsequent higher-order assembly of C. eth-2.0 into
the complete chromosome exemplify the utility of our approach
to rapidly produce designer genomes.
Venetz et al.

Our results highlight the promise of chemical synthesis rewriting of entire genomes to understand how the most fundamental
functions of a cell are programed into DNA. On the systems
engineering level, our design–build–test approach enables us to
harness massive design flexibility to produce rewritten genomes
that are customized in sequence while maintaining their biological functionality. On the level of genome synthesis, our findings
also highlight how chemical synthesis facilitates rewriting of biological information into DNA sequences that can be physically
manufactured in a highly reliable manner, thereby reducing costs
and increasing effectiveness of the genome build process. In sum,
our results highlight the promise of chemical synthesis rewriting
to decode fundamental genome functions and its utility toward
design of improved organisms for industrial purposes and health
benefits.

YJV04. To transform the segments into the yeast cells, a spheroplast procedure was applied. The assembly was verified by a junction-amplifying PCR.
The correct size of the construct was verified using pulse field agarose gel
electrophoresis by lysing the yeast cells inside an agarose plug.
The sequence of the C. eth-2.0 construct was verified using the Illumina
NextSeq and iSeq systems.

Materials and Methods

Fault Diagnosis of C. eth-2.0 by Transposon Sequencing. To benchmark the
functionality of the C. eth-2.0 genes, transposon sequencing was applied
(30). The analysis was conducted using hypersaturated transposon libraries
and an Illumina system. The sequencing data were mapped onto the original
Caulobacter genome, resulting in a set of all functional C. eth-2.0 genes.
After analyzing the nonfunctional genes, a repair of the sequence was done
using standard cloning techniques. To test the repaired C. eth-2.0 genes, a
β on-galactosidase reporter assay was conducted.

Synthesis and Hierarchical Assembly of the C. eth-2.0 Genome. The partitioned 3- to 4-kb DNA blocks for the hierarchical assembly of C. eth-2.0 were
ordered from two commercial suppliers of low-cost de novo DNA synthesis.
The blocks were assembled into 20-kb segments and subsequently, into 40to 60-kb megasegments using yeast homologous gap repair. To verify the
assemblies, a junction-amplifying PCR was conducted.
To assemble the megasegments into the 785-kb C. eth-2.0 genome,
homologous gap repair was done by the newly generated S. cerevisiae strain
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were applied at a codon recoding probability of 0.56. The streamlined C.
eth-2.0 design contains a low amount of both synthesis constraints and
unnecessary genetic features. To enable the retrosynthetic assembly route,
C. eth-2.0 was partitioned into 3- to 4-kb DNA blocks using the previously
published Genome Partitioner algorithm (32).
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